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Dose 

An ambulance and a cop car siren up Enmore Road pushy and loud. You put your 

fingers into your ears until they’re gone and don’t think about destinations. You’ve 

heard them screeling past every day since you moved here. In the beginning you 

imagined overdoses, heads snapping backwards, noses turned to crackling. Now it’s 

about the noise, the way the siren pierces through to the middle ear and grits your 

teeth. Enough. They’re gone now anyway, a wailing in the distance.  

Taking your fingers out of your ears you rub their waxy coating on your jumper. 

Sweating already. You actually made an effort this morning and turned the radio up 

for the weather. They said twenty-two degrees and that’s what you dressed for. 

Jeans, boots, black cotton jumper, no t-shirt underneath no way of taking anything 

off because today you believed in the radio. Dickhead. You’re already a block away 

from home and a block closer to the rest of the day what’s left of it so you keep 

going. Hope it will cool down soon. Anticipate being inside and out of the sweaty 

afternoon. Ignore the slickness of your upper arms rubbing against the sides of your 

chest as you walk.  
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Going past the Warren View you smell beer and stale cigarettes. You think about the 

girl you met there two nights ago who was sweet and unlined and took you home 

despite your grime. You fucked slow in the mosquito bitten night and briefly liked 

being held. 

You were smart and left early. She was still groggy with alcohol and sleep and even 

though there were no goodbyes you felt a clench in your throat from wanting to 

speak. To say thank you for running your hand down my thigh for laughing when I 

tickle-stroked your belly for pressing your hands into the small of my back to pull me 

closer to lick my shoulder. For not grimacing when my bones grated into you. 

You saw her open eye as you pulled the bedroom door closed. You imagined her 

waiting until you were out her front door before washing the smell of you from her 

skin. You know she did not mind you leaving; you could have said goodbye and she 

would not have made you stay. 

Past the chemist, the real estate agents three in a row, dry cleaners, fruit shop, the 

deli with its chocolate oranges and heavy bread. Crossing the road you don’t look 

both ways before stepping off the footpath. It’s a game you’ve started playing without 

really noticing. You haven’t been hit yet. With the law of averages on your side this 

will change soon. Nearly there. Past the paper shop, the Turkish pizza place and the 

brothel with a sign in the window directing its clients to a door in the back lane. There 

are no awnings in this stretch. Your black jumper soaks in the sun and you feel sick 

with heat. 

You almost miss the door. You have almost missed this door every day for thirteen 

years. It is a double glazed glass sliding door with ‘Garden View Clinic’ painted on it 
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in discreet bottle green. There is no garden and no view. You slide it open, it 

shudders under your hand. Relish the cool rush of air.  

There are two signs on the wall. One says that credit can no longer be given. The 

other that, by law, the clinic can no longer supply takeaways. You walk straight to the 

barred service window – it’s quiet this time of day – and hand the woman behind it a 

crumpled ten dollar note. She picks it up between thumb and forefinger like it’s 

covered in shit and drops some coins near your hand. You put them in your pocket 

and pretend you don’t know her. 

She takes a bottle from under the counter and measures ninety mils of clear liquid 

into a tiny plastic cup. Take the dose from her hand and tip it in one go into your 

mouth. Hold the cup tilted to get the last drop. You close your lips and she watches 

you swallow. Hand her the empty cup and don’t take the drink of water she offers 

you. You got used to the chemical burn on your tongue years ago. You smile at her 

with your mouthful of rotten teeth, turn away, step back outside and into the loud hot 

day. 

It’s never enough. In the beginning it stopped you feeling sick all the time. It levelled 

you out and you could still get takeaways if they trusted you. You’d take the little 

brown bottles home clinking in their plastic bag, get a large gauged needle from the 

bedside drawer and shoot it thick and clear through the almost-but-not-yet collapsing 

vein in your right arm. You could still get something down the tiny blue tunnel, feel 

the heavy tug of the heart as it pushed a dose through your body and gave you an 

almost rush. Now you had to drink it in front of them. And it’s never enough. 
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You think about scoring. There’s forty cents change from the clinic and that’s it. To 

call John you’ll need at least another sixty. Fucking mobiles. You walk towards King 

Street and eye off the people coming towards you. Can you spare can you spare do 

you have could you lend me a dollar? A lefty looking guy with torn jeans gives you 

the change from his pocket. You count the coins that are still warm from being 

pressed against his thigh – you’re ten cents out. Fuck it you’re not asking another 

fucking person for money you’ll risk it with ninety cents and keep the call short. John 

it’s me, Max, can we meet? The car park behind Woollies. Fifteen minutes. Bye. The 

phone didn’t cut out. It even spits twenty cents back at you and the coin feels cool 

and hard between your fingers. 

Crossing King Street you play the I’m-not-looking game and nothing happens. They 

don’t even honk. You couldn’t be less visible if you tried. Take the short cut through 

the supermarket to get to the car park. Fluorescence and muzak. A brief sense of 

comfort gleaned from other people doing ordinary things. You don’t despise them 

anymore, the nine-to-fivers, the breeders, the up-and-comings. Sometimes you think 

they might have taken the right turn because they’re there, over in those aisles with 

money fingering bright packages and you’re on your way to score on credit and 

there’s a good chance it won’t be pure enough to cut through the done and then 

there’s nothing but you in a room no food full of self pity and not even stoned. Not 

even stoned. 

Through to the car park you lean onto a wall and into shade. You smell him before 

you see him no clean cut cashed up dealer this. Hi mate I need tic yeah I’ll pay you 

back can you give me a fifty? You know I’m good for it I always come through. Come 

on mate this is the last time – I’m going on one of those rapid detoxes next week. I 
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really appreciate this you’re the best yeah I’ll see you here tomorrow same time no 

worries. I’ll have it by then for sure listen thanks mate. Thanks. 

Turn towards home in the sun still sweating. He gets on his bike to make more 

deliveries. Your heart is still pumping you can’t believe he gave you credit. Don’t 

think about how you’ll pay him because that’s tomorrow and this is today and today 

you might find peace for a couple of hours. Maybe more if the gear’s as good as it 

was last week. Your walk is quick up past Camperdown Park then back onto Enmore 

Road through dogs and people and three-wheeled prams. Past the shops it doesn’t 

matter that you’re hungry any more that the sun is burning down that you’re wearing 

black. That your sweat is acrid that the girl you fucked will never want to see you 

again – she didn’t stir when you left you knew she was awake and pretending to 

doze. None of this matters because today you’re going to get stoned. 

The wrought-iron of your front gate has soaked in the heat. On another day, one 

without gear in your pocket, you might have noticed how close and warm it is under 

your pushing hand. Today there is no room to take comfort from tiny pleasures – if 

your luck holds you’ll be checking out for the rest of it.  

Key in the door, it grates in the lock. Boot at the bottom right corner, turn and push. 

Out to the kitchen, kettle on. Bedroom: third drawer, fit, spoon, belt, cotton wool. 

Kitchen again, boiled water poured into glass. Spoon on table, gear in spoon, fit 

popped out of its packet, water into fit then into spoon. Plunger pulled out of the fit 

used to mix the brown powder (that means it’s good – less bi-carb and chalk, more 

gear) into boiled water, the prettiest soup. A tiny ball of cotton dropped in. Plunger 

back in the fit, needle into cotton, soup into syringe. You lean into the mirror that’s 

here only for this. Air bubbles out, belt around neck – you ran out of easier veins 
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years ago. A tiny sting, a red plume, plunger down, belt released. You breathe and 

rush. 

You are an old hand at this; a brief retch but nothing more. PJ Harvey on the radio, 

kismet. You hocked the last of your CDs a while ago and depend on Triple J and 

2ser to deliver an occasional favourite. It’s A Place Called Home and you’re maudlin 

by the last verse; Now the message is sent, let’s bring it to its final end One-day-I-

know-there’ll-be-a-place-called-home. You always were a drama queen. Could you 

get any more tragic if you tried? You’re not high. There is no high. There hasn’t been 

one of those since adolescence dizzy and sharp with a girl in the toilets. Cold tiles 

UV lights virgin inner-elbow too stoned to kiss nodding in pulsing corners feeling the 

bass through your toes.  

You pull an ashtray full of old butts towards you and pick out the best looking 

stumps. Fingers coated in fine grey dust you roll each butt until it drops its last brown 

fibres to the tabletop. You take a tally-ho and sprinkle the second hand tobacco into 

its crease, fold the outer edge over the fragile middle, lick the gum and stick it down, 

then twist both ends before you lose the whole lot. The matchbox is wet from being 

left on an open windowsill – it rained last night – and when you strike the soggy head 

against the wet side it crumbles and does not strike. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. The search is 

on: dressing-table top cluttered with old train tickets, safety pins, hair gel gone hard, 

candle wax, and over all of it dust and incense ash; floor holding everything you’ve 

worn in the last two months there’s gotta be a lighter in this pocket, under that boot; 

bathroom caked with mould and hair you hit pay dirt – another match box. There are 

two matches inside, one burnt, one with its head still intact. It catches on the third 
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strike, flares, drops fast to the wood. You point the burning head towards the floor 

and make the tiny flame eat air and fuel for long enough to light your cigarette. 

The smoke tastes rank with old ash and you can’t put it down because if you do it’ll 

go out and there’s no matches left no way to get a light unless you leave the flat. 

You’re not stoned enough to not care and keep sucking on the twisted wet end. This 

is not a good day. You haven’t checked out, the fucking PJ Harvey song depressed 

you and the gear isn’t good enough to cut through the done. Today doesn’t even feel 

worth it for the rush and now you’ve got to find fifty dollars from somewhere by 

tomorrow. You think about the girl, remember that her name is Scarlet, that she has 

a tattoo of a half moon at the base of her neck, that when you kissed she mewed at 

the back of her throat and came even closer, that there’s a money jar in the corner of 

her room filled with gold coins. Going to see her seems like a better idea today than 

it did yesterday – you’ll know her house when you see it. 

You take off your jumper and pull on a thinner shirt. It’s too hot for long sleeves but 

you have to cover your tracks, old and new. Back out your front door, a left turn into 

the afternoon. You take a small bag with you this time: army green, over the 

shoulder, strong enough for small treasure. No sunglasses though – they don’t call it 

being pinned for nothing. Your pupils are tiny black pricks, they are not letting in light, 

they close you from the sun and make the bright walk easier. 

Past Enmore Park green and whole with its squealing children and bolting dogs. 

Right into Addison Road then left onto Illawarra. Scarlet’s house has a faded red 

couch out the front – you had lain on it while she fumbled drunk with her keys. It’s 

spongy and slightly damp – hard to get out of – and you spot it easily. Push through 

the gate and up to the door. You don’t consider that she might not be here, that she’s 
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busy, that someone else is right now licking the fine line of her browned shoulder 

blade. It is a solid door the wood is blond and hurts your knuckles when you knock, 

loud, in case she’s upstairs or has the stereo on. 

And there she is, suddenly in the wedge between opened door and frame, dressed 

all in blue. She has a puzzle on her face and there are no words between you. You 

have nothing to say you have almost forgotten why you’re here. Um I was just, I 

thought I’d, I live just up the road and was walking around and saw your place… Still 

nothing. She is faintly smiling her legs are crossed at the ankles. Her feet are bare, 

toes splayed on the slate front step. I thought you might like to have a cup of tea 

sometime? My name’s Max by the way I don’t know if I told you the other night it all 

happened kinda quick. She steps back and opens the door enough for you to come 

through. She makes a quiet come in turn with her head and says hello. Hello. I 

wasn’t expecting to see you again you left so quickly the other day. She tells you her 

name – must think you’ve forgotten the details. I’m Scarlet. I’m glad you came. Come 

through I’ll put the kettle on. 

Some tiny part in you melts. She has let you into her house, smiled at you, and 

spoken her name. She has filled a red kettle from the tap and set it, rocking slightly 

with the weight of water, on her stove. There is a light breeze tickling a gum in the 

backyard. A wooden wind chime clacks a random tune in its branches. It’s the sound 

of home and now you break. There are tears making a path through the grime on 

your cheeks. You are leaning against the kitchen door. Your weight is too much for 

your legs. You are sliding to the floor you are sobbing you are putting your head in 

your hands. 
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She smells of sandalwood and shampoo. She doesn’t talk. She lets you cry until 

there’s nothing left then takes your hand and leads you upstairs. She drops the toilet 

lid onto its seat and sits you down. She plugs the bath, turns on the hot water hard 

and slowly adds cold. You are a doll you are spent you can’t take your eyes off the 

floor. You are burning with shame and relief. She pulls your shirt over your head and 

does not notice or care about your thin scarred arms. She stands you up and 

unbuttons your black jeans then sits you down to take them all the way off. She does 

not presume to touch you with anything but care. You can’t remember the last time 

anyone touched you without wanting something and start crying again, hot and 

silent. Behind everything the rush of water hitting the side of the bath. She turns the 

taps off and steps you in. It is a deep old bath with clawed iron feet and a river rust 

stain down the middle. The water sloshes then settles as you still.  

Soapy flannel in hand, she begins to wash you clean. The material is coarse and 

warm against your skin. Your knees are tucked under your chin. You watch the gum 

outside the bathroom window – so close you can almost touch it –and notice a 

wavering line of ants making their way along one of its papery branches. You watch 

the water growing opaque and musky with soap. The tears do not stop. Scarlet 

keeps dipping the flannel into the water then squeezing it out over your skin. You 

quiet your breath, hold as still as you can, and hope she will never stop.  

She will never stop. You will never have to step out of that bath and into your 

clothes. Feel tiles cooling beneath your unsocked feet. Watch her under the hills-

hoist, hair tied back for an afternoon wind. Pull on cracking boots and walk silent to 

her room. Leave before she notices the weight of missing gold. Broken thief, you are 

hot in the cheeks. You will be halfway into tomorrow before you forget. Hope briefly 
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that she doesn’t remember. In your head she is a bath, a pot of tea, a line of ants, 

the spongy couch. You will stop walking down Scarlet’s street. 
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